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which implemented an inverse kinematics and they used
directional angels to get the angles needed to control their
robot is presented in [2]. Another study only implemented a
simple vector approach where they just get the angle between
the two vectors that is facing the sensor to control the robot by
using Kinect Sensor [3].
A lot of studies in the field of robotics used Kinect sensor in
capturing the human motion [4-9]. But different problems
occurred, one of these problems is when the user change its
point of view, the acquired data became unreliable for their
system. It means that the user must be parallel in the front of
the sensor always to have an accurate acquisition of the angles
needed. If the user changed its point of view, the angle
acquired by the sensor will not be accurate.
In this paper, our main objective is to show that the robotic
shoulder can mimic the movement of the human shoulder
even the user is varying its point of views. In order to do that,
we designed and implemented a new algorithm base on
Vector Multiplication Approach. This algorithm used the
concept of Euclidian Distance, Cross Product and Dot
Product. The human shoulder movement was captured in real
time by the used of Kinect as a sensor which is connected to
the computer to be processed and analyses the motion of the
user then sends the data to the microcontroller that generates
signals for the movement of the robotic shoulder.

Abstract— This study aimed to manipulate a robotic shoulder
even while the user is varying its point of view by applying a vector
multiplication and controlling it using a camera with depth
sensor. The system acquired the motion of the user’s arm using
Kinect sensor. The position of the user’s joints was obtained using
the Kinect Skeletal Tracking of Kinect SDK. Through the use of
Visual Studio, we used C# and create a program to acquire the
values of the skeletal coordinates and that was used to calculate
the vectors using Cross Product and then the angles using Dot
Product of the Vector Multiplication. The angles obtained were
sent to the microcontroller through serial communication and
then converted to signals for the movement of servo motors of the
robotic shoulder. The rotation of the servo motors was according
to the angles given as input. The researchers concluded that the
system is effective in acquiring the user’s shoulder angle for the
mimicking of robotic shoulder for different point of views.
Likewise, the researchers considered that the user’s actual
shoulder angle is close to the robotic shoulder prototype angle.
Index Terms—Kinect, mimicking, robotic shoulder, vector
multiplication.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the development of interaction between
humans and robots has become a key research topic in the
field of robotics. Robot mimicking is one of the important
application for the field of robotics, where the robots are
being controlled by human movements. Different methods
and techniques have been develop and different sensor
devices have been use to capture human motion to manipulate
the movements of the robot. One of the most reliable sensor
device is the Microsoft Kinect, a 3D camera sensor composed
of a RGB camera and a depth sensor that is widely used in
motion capture system because of its relative low price.
Various groups have attempted to create a solutions to
accurately translate human motions in a robot using Kinect
Sensor. Such works include a research work at HuT Labs
which is a Kinect Based Gesture Controlled Robotic Arm that
used a Coordinate Geometry to calculate angles is presented
in [1]. Another work a Kinect-Based Humanoid Robotic
Manipulator for Human Upper Limbs Movements Tracking

II.

METHODS

Fig. 1. System Block Diagram
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Figure 1 shows how the system works. It consist of
acquisition of points in Skeletal Tracking, Construction of
Vectors, angle acquisition and the movement of the robotic
arm. First, with the use of Skeletal Tracking of Microsoft
Kinect’s feature, the system acquires the 3D coordinates of
the required joints.
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Then by applying the concept of Vector Multiplication,
using that coordinates, the vector needed for the pitch, yaw
and roll will be constructed. After that, the acquisition of
angles will be next by the use of Dot Product of the two
vectors. The data angles are processed by the computer and
then sent to the microcontroller and the microcontroller input
the required angle for the servo motor for the movement of the
robotic arm.

By connecting the selected joint coordinates, a vector will
be formed. The magnitude of each of the vector produced by
joint coordinates must be known to be able to calculate the
pitch, yaw and roll angle. For the pitch, these vectors were
named as SCS and RSRE for the imaginary lines from the
spine to center shoulder and right shoulder to right elbow,
respectively. For the yaw, these vectors were named as
DPRS1 and RSRE for the imaginary lines from the derived
point 1 to right shoulder and right shoulder to right elbow,
respectively. For the roll, these vectors were named as DPRS2
and DPRS3 for the imaginary lines from the derived point 2 to
right shoulder and derived point 3 to right elbow,
respectively.

A. Acquiring Shoulder Angle
1. Acquisition of Points
The first step to acquire the angle for pitch, yaw and roll of
shoulder is to use the Microsoft Kinect SDK’s Skeletal
Tracking feature to obtain the coordinates of the joints of the
user that are needed. Through the use of Visual Studio, the
researchers used C# and create a program to acquire the
values of the skeletal coordinates. Then by integrating the C#
code into LabVIEW, the researchers are able to use the
coordinates for shoulder angle for pitch, yaw and roll.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Construction of vectors for (A) pitch, (B) yaw and (C) roll.

To determine the vector needed for pitch, yaw and roll the
following formula is used:
• For Pitch
Vector SCS and RERS
(1)
SCS  ( S X  CS X ) i  ( SY  CSY ) j  ( S Z  CS Z ) k
RERS  ( RE X  RS X )i  ( REY  RSY ) j  ( RE Z  RS Z )k

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. (a) The User, (b) Required coordinates of 3D
skeletal joint.
For the analysis of the shoulder angles for pitch, yaw and
roll, the researchers decided to select the spine, center
shoulder, left shoulder, right shoulder, and right elbow and
designated those as (Sx, Sy, Sz), (CSx, CSy, CSz), (LSx, LSy,
LSz), (RSx, RSy, RSz) and (REx, REy, REz) for the
coordinates of spine, center shoulder, left shoulder, right
shoulder and right elbow respectively.

•

(2)

For Yaw
Vector DPRS1 and RERS

DPRS 1 LSY  RSY S Z  RS Z  LS Z  RS Z SY  RSY i

LS X  RS X S Z  RS Z  LS Z  RS Z S X  RS X  j

LS X  RS X SY  RSY LSY  RSY S X  RS X k

RERS  ( RE X  RS X )i  ( REY  RSY ) j  ( RE Z  RS Z )k
•

(3)
(4)

For Roll
Vector DPRS2 and DPE

DPRS 2 SY  RSY RE Z  RS Z i SY  RSY RE X  RS X k (5)
DPE RWY  REY RS Z  RE Z  RW Z  RE Z RSY  REY i

RW X  RE X RS Z  RE Z RWZ  RE Z RS X  RE X  j

RW X  RE X RSY  REY RWY  REY RS X  RE X k (6)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

3. Angle Acquisition
With the use of vector Dot Product, the angle of two
vectors can be calculated. The acquired angles for pitch, yaw
and roll are then used to control the robotic shoulder
movement. This is done using the formulas below.

(e)

Fig. 3. Different Point of Views of Kinect to user. (a) POV1: parallel to
the Kinect, (b) POV2: 30 degrees of clockwise rotation, (c) POV3:60
degrees clockwise rotation, (d):POV4 30 degrees of counter-clockwise
rotation, and (e) POV5: 60 degrees of counter-clockwise rotation
against the Kinect.

•

Pitch

S X CS X RE X RS X 
SY CSY REY  RSY SY  RSY RE Z  RS Z 
P cos 1
SCSRERS

The researchers made several trials for every point of view
to verify that the coordinates resulted to an angle close to the
actual user angle. The joint coordinates gathered as data are
then used for calculation of lengths from each of the joints.
2. Construction of Vectors for Pitch, Yaw and Roll

•
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LSY  RSY S Z  RS Z  

RE X  RS X 
LS Z  RS Z SY  RSY 

LS X  RS X S Z  RS Z  

REY  RSY 
LS Z  RS Z S X  RS X 
LS X  RS X SY  RSY  

RE Z  RS Z 
LSY  RSY S X  RS X 
Y cos 1 
DPRS 1 RERS
•

Roll

translate its mechanical movement into analog signals. The
analog signals as data are interpreted by the microcontroller
and is sent into the computer for the LabVIEW to process.
The data are converted into angular values, in which these
values are inputted into LabVIEW’s waveform chart feature.
Communi-cation between the LabVIEW and the
microcontroller is po-ssible through LabVIEW Interface for
Arduino.

(8)

RWY  REY RS Z  RE Z  

RW Z  RE Z RSY  REY 

SY  RSY RE Z  RS Z 

RW X  RE X RSY  REY  
SY  RSY RE X  RS X 

RWY  REY RS X  RE X 
Rcos
DPRS 2 DPE
1

(9)

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5. Calculation of shoulder angle for (A) pitch, (B)
yaw, and (C) roll.

Fig. 6. Process in acquiring data of human shoulder and
the robotic shoulder.

B. Computation of the significant difference between
robotic shoulder angle and human shoulder angle in
different variation of point of views of the System
1. Creating of Robotic Shoulder
The researchers created a robotic shoulder to assess the
effectiveness of the approach being implemented. In order to
mimic the movements of the user as seen from the Kinect
sensor, the researchers made use of three high torque servo
motors for pitch, yaw and roll. Then the motors were
positioned in the robotic shoulder mechanism that the
researchers fabricated. These motors were controlled and
evaluated through the use of Arduino interfaced with
LabVIEW program. In order to acquire the angle that the
robotic shoulder will perform, the researchers positioned one
potentiometer in each of the pitch, yaw and roll mechanisms.
These potentiometers are also evaluated through the use of
Arduino interfaced with LabVIEW program.

In order to evaluate the significant difference, the user
performed sets of poses for shoulder pitch, yaw and roll.
Then, from each of the pose and movement done, the
researchers performed the z-test for pitch, yaw and roll using
the recorded actual and prototype angles as data.
Angular data from the robotic shoulder and the user are
acquired and are plotted using NI LabVIEW. The plotted
response of the system are extracted into an Excel Worksheet
where the evaluation of the data are made. To evaluate the
response, the researchers applied z-test using the acquired
user and robotic shoulder angle for pitch, yaw and roll. In
z-test it is necessary to define the null hypothesis (Ho),
alternative hypothesis (H1) and the critical value that will
prove the hypothesis is true.
To know the critical value for a two-tailed test, the
significance level (α) is set to 5%. Setting this significance
value will create a confidence of 95% (obtained by 100% - α),
the area of the curve as the critical value is 0.975 (obtained by
1 – (α/2)). Knowing the area, the researchers used the z-test
table (area under the normal curve) and found the critical
value 1.96.
The researchers will obtain the z value by using the z-test
equation below:
(10)
X 1X 2

2. Creating of Wearable Sensor
The researchers assessed the response of the robotic
shoulder with respect to the human shoulder’s actual value of
the user’s movement to verify whether the robotic shoulder
could still acquire the same shoulder angle even the user is
varying its point of view. To acquire the actual shoulder angle
of the user, the researchers devised a wearable sensor for the
shoulder which comprises of three potentiometer, one each
for pitch, yaw and roll that were mounted on a 3-DOF
mechanical joint. The potentiometer sends the analog signal
as data into the Arduino microcontroller. The acquired data
will be converted into angular values, in which these values
were inputted into LabVIEW’s waveform chart feature.
Communication between the LabVIEW and the
microcontroller is possible through LabVIEW Interface for
Arduino (LIFA).
To acquire the prototype shoulder angle, the researchers
devised a potentiometer-mounted robotic shoulder to

Z

 12  22
n1



n2

Where:
Z = z-test result
X 1 = mean of the 1st group
X 2 = mean of the 2nd group
n1 = number of samples in the 1st

n2 = number of samples in the
group
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 1 = standard deviation of the 1st group
 2 = standard deviation of the 2nd group

POV2 with the same angle of rotation of 30 degrees against
the Kinect’s point of view, but counter-clockwise. At POV5,
the total angular difference is 13 degrees with the same angle
of rotation of 60 degrees against the Kinect’s point of view,
but counter-clockwise. Amongst the point of views, POV1
has the lowest total angular difference therefore it is the most
reliable. While POV3 and POV5 has the highest total angular
difference, therefore the least reliable.
Overall, the angular difference between the computed
angle and the user’s actual angle is at least 0 degrees and at
most 6 degrees, meaning there is only a small difference
between the two shoulder angles.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Shoulder Angle Acquisition
For the purpose of gathering data, the user performed a
pose where pitch, yaw and roll are at 90, 0 and 90 degrees
respectively. These poses are to be performed at five different
point of views of the Kinect.
For the different point of views made by the user, the
researchers obtained 3D coordinates of the joints essential in
getting the pitch, yaw and roll angles. The coordinates that the
researchers used are Center Shoulder, Right Shoulder, Spine,
Right Elbow and Right Wrist. After getting the coordinates of
the needed joints, the coordinates are used to obtain different
vectors using cross product approach of vector multiplication.
Five vectors were derived from the coordinates of the joints
created by the skeletal tracking feature of the Microsoft
Kinect. Vector RERS and Vector SCS, Vector DPRS1 and
Vector RERS, and Vector DPRS2 and Vector DPE were used
in getting the angle of pitch, yaw and roll respectively. The
researchers then used the obtained vectors to acquire the
computed shoulder angles of the shoulder using dot product
of vector multiplication.

B. Computation of the significant difference between
robotic shoulder angle and human shoulder angle in
different point of views of the System
In the experiment, the user performed random movements to
test the capability and the accuracy of the prototype to mimic
its pitch, yaw and roll movements in five different point of
views.

Table I. The Actual and Computed angle, the Angle
Difference and the Total Angle Difference for Pitch, Yaw
and Roll in Different Point of Views

(a)

As shown on Table I, the researchers got different angle
values for pitch, yaw and roll at different point of views. The
values of the angles from the Kinect sensor that the
researchers computed are close with the value of user’s actual
shoulder angles with average angular difference (in degrees)
at 1.4, 3.2, and 3.0 for pitch, yaw and roll respectively. The
average angular difference of pitch has the smallest value
compared with yaw and roll. Therefore, amongst the three,
pitch is the most reliable. On the other hand, yaw has the
highest value of average angular difference making it the least
reliable angle.
Moreover, the total angular difference varies at different
point of views. At POV1, the total angular difference is just 1
degree. It is because at POV1 the user is directly facing
towards the Kinect sensor and there is a very small chance that
the joints will overlap at this point of view, therefore the
angular difference is minimized. At POV2, the total angular
difference is 4 degrees which is larger than POV1. At 30
degrees of clockwise rotation against the Kinect’s point of
view, there is a chance that the joints of the user will overlap.
At POV3, the total angular difference is 13 degrees, way
higher that POV2 and POV1. At 60 degrees of clockwise
rotation against the Kinect’s point of view, there is a higher
chance the joints of the user will overlap because most of the
user’s body is inclined to the vision of the Kinect. At POV4,
the total angular difference is 7 degrees, a little higher than

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
Fig. 7. Labview panel showing the graph of computed
and prototype angle for pitch, yaw and roll for the (a)
Point of View 1, (b) Point of View 2, (c) Point of View 3,
(d) Point of View 4 and (e) Point of View 5.
Figure 7 shows the graph of the actual and the prototype
angle for pitch, yaw and roll for five different point of views.
As shown in the graph, for Point of View 1, the computed and
the prototype angles were always almost the same to each
other. Moreover, at this point of view where the user is
directly facing the Kinect sensor, the noise and jitters are at
minimum therefore the response of the prototype to the user is
realistic.
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Likewise, the prototype can easily mimic the user’s
movements without any unnecessary movements. For Point of
View 2 and 4, the values of the actual and the prototype angles
were always close to each other even if the user is performing
random movements. Also, the noise and jitters are still low
therefore the prototype can still mimic the user’s movements
even there is a few unnecessary movements due to the
overlapping of the joints of the user in the Kinect’s vision. For
Point of View 3 and 5, as shown in the graph, particularly in
yaw and roll, the angular difference of the actual and the
prototype are close but there was a certain part of the
movement of the user that the prototype moved
uncontrollably, resulting to the high angular difference.
Moving at 60 degrees inclined to the left of the Kinect means
a higher chance that several parts of the movements will make
the joints overlap, giving the Kinect confusion in where is the
joint really at. As a result, noises and jitters were formed in the
figure. But overall, the response of the prototype to the user at
this point of view was still reliable giving the fact the
prototype can still mimic the user’s movements. Below is the
chart showing in every point of view for every angle and the
results of z-test from the actual angle and robotic shoulder
angle for pitch, yaw and roll.

Meaning, the response at POV2 and 4 is more reliable than
POV3 and 5, but not as reliable as POV1. Like the result of
table 4.4, point of views 3 and 5 has the most unreliable z-test
result among the five point of views.
Table IV. The Z-Test results of every Point of View for
Roll

Table IV shows the result of z-test in POV 1 has the value
closest to zero, it means that the angular difference of actual
and prototype is at minimum. To add, it means that, like the
result in pitch and yaw, POV1 has the most reliable result
among the 5 point of views. On the other hand, the z-test result
in POV 3 and 5 having the value of +0.5606 and +1.1403,
have the values closest to the critical value. Thus, at POV 3
and 5, the response is reliable but not as reliable as POV1.
While the result of z-test in POV 2 and 4 have the values not
close to zero but also not close to the critical value. It means
that the response at POV2 and 4 is more reliable than POV3
and 5, but not as reliable as POV1. Like the result of table 4.4
and 4.5, point of views 3 and 5 has the most unreliable z-test
result among the five point of views. Overall, all of the z-test
results are in the acceptance region. Therefore, there is no
significant value between the actual angle and the robotic
shoulder angle for pitch, yaw and roll.

Table II. The Z-Test results of every Point of View for
Pitch

Table II shows the result of z-test in POV 1 in the value
closest to zero, it means that the angular difference of actual
and prototype is at minimum, thus POV1 has the most reliable
result. In the other hand, result of z-test in POV 3 and 5 have
the values closest to the critical value; it means it is in the
highest possible acceptable value of z-test. While the result of
z-test in POV 2 and 4 have the values not close to zero but
also not close to the critical value. Meaning, the response at
POV2 and 4 is more reliable than POV3 and 5, but not as
reliable as POV1. In comparison, point of views 3 and 5 has
the most unreliable z-test result among the five point of views.

IV. CONCLUSION
Based from the summary of the data, the joint coordinates
and the value of the vector constructed by the coordinates
differ as the user changes his point of view. Even though the
value of the vector differs, still the value of the prototype’s
angle ended up to a result close to the actual angle. Thus,
system that the proponents proposed was effective in getting
the angle for pitch, yaw and roll. However, POV 3 and 5 had a
result having a large value of total angular difference, making
it the least reliable point of view. In particular, the yaw of
POV3 had an angular difference of 6 degrees, which is the
highest among the angular differences presented by the
proponents. It is because, at a higher angle of rotation of the
user against the Kinect’s point of view, there is higher chance
that the joints of the user will overlap. This is why POV 1 had
the result having a minimum value of total angular difference,
because the user is directly facing towards the Kinect.
In terms of the statistical data gathered by the proponents,
all of the z-test results for pitch, yaw and roll angles at
different point of views were within the range of -1.96 and
1.96. Therefore, the proponents concluded that the prototype
can effectively mimic the user’s movements even though the
user is not directly facing the Kinect.

Table III. The Z-Test results of every Point of View for
Yaw

Table II shows the result of z-test in POV 1 in the value
closest to zero, it means that the angular difference of actual
and prototype is at minimum. Therefore, POV1 has the most
reliable result. On the other hand, the z-test result in POV 3
and 5 have the values closest to the critical value. It means that
at POV 3 and 5, the response is reliable but not as reliable as
POV1. While the result of z-test in POV 2 and 4 have the
values not close to zero but also not close to the critical value.
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The data also came up with the result of pitch, yaw and roll
showing POV 1 with a z-test result close to zero and POV 3
and 5 with a z-test result almost close to the critical value.
This supports the first conclusion that POV 1 is the most
reliable and POV 3 and 5 are the least reliable point of views.
Although all of the z-test results for pitch, yaw and roll
were within the range of acceptance region, the proponents
observed that there are some fluctuations of signals in the
graphical response of the system. It is when the coordinates of
the joints were overlapping at the Kinect’s point of view and
also when the Kinect did not recognized the skeletal parts of
the user. Because of that, the Kinect cannot detect the actual
position of the joints needed to compute the angle. As a
result, the prototype does such unnecessary movements and
results to an unstable response of the system which leads to
unreliable results.
RECOMMENDATION
For future works, the proponents recommended to use the
Vector Multiplication Approach in acquiring other human
joint angle, such as ankle and neck angle. New methods on
how to acquire other body joint angles may be developed by
using this approach. In addition, the next researchers may use
multi- Kinect to work together in order to compensate the lack
of sight of only one Kinect sensor. Thus, it will lessen or
eliminate the chance of overlapping joints and minimize the
jitters of the response. With this, the future proponents will
even have a more reliable result.
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